Autocatalytic reactions may propagate as solitary waves, namely, at a constant front velocity and with a stationary concentration profile, resulting from a balance between molecular diffusion and chemical reaction. When the reaction is exothermic, a thermal wave is linked to the chemical front. As the thermal diffusivity is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the molecular one, the temperature profile spreads over length scales ͑mm͒ two orders of magnitude larger than the concentration one. Using an infrared camera, we measure the temperature profiles for a chlorite-tetrathionate autocatalytic reaction. The profiles are compared quantitatively to lattice Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook ͑BGK͒ numerical simulations. Our analysis also accounts for the lack of observation of the thermal wave for the iodate arsenous acid reaction. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.80.055101 PACS number͑s͒: 82.40.Ck, 44.35.ϩc, 47.55.pb The motion of interfaces and the propagation of fronts resulting from chemical reactions occur in a number of different areas ͓1͔, including population dynamics ͓2,3͔, flame propagation ͓4͔, and catalysis ͓5͔. It is known that autocatalytic reaction fronts between two reacting species may propagate as solitary waves, namely, at a constant front velocity and with a stationary concentration profile ͓6-8͔. For the latter systems, the fluid left behind the front has a different density from the reactant leading to possible buoyancydriven instabilities ͓8͔. As these reactions are exothermic, a thermal wave front is usually associated with the concentration one ͓9-12͔. Therefore, autocatalytic reaction fronts can produce solutal and thermal density variations due to concentration and temperature variations, respectively. As thermal diffusion is much faster than concentration diffusion ͑the ratio of the two is the Lewis number, Leϳ 100͒, the thermal front spreads over a much larger length scale, typically a few mm compared to hundreds of m for concentration. Depending on the overall density profile, the solutal and thermal effects, conjugated or antagonist, may lead to various buoyancy-driven chemohydrodynamic instabilities ͓12͔: this issue has been addressed with numerical simulations without heat loss ͓10͔ and by taking into account the conducting walls ͓11͔. It is worth noting that a "counterintuitive" chemically driven instability ͓12͔ has been predicted for a solutal and thermal stable situation due to the difference between the diffusions of heat and mass. However, testing such a prediction requires a good knowledge of the concentration and of the thermal profiles. If concentration measurements have been routinely used, the access to the temperature field is more difficult due to the small exothermicity of the reactions. Yet such a measurement has been recently obtained with a sophisticated optical method ͓13͔ during the occurrence of buoyant instabilities. But, the complexity of the twodimensional pattern formation made it difficult to analyze the data.
The motion of interfaces and the propagation of fronts resulting from chemical reactions occur in a number of different areas ͓1͔, including population dynamics ͓2,3͔, flame propagation ͓4͔, and catalysis ͓5͔. It is known that autocatalytic reaction fronts between two reacting species may propagate as solitary waves, namely, at a constant front velocity and with a stationary concentration profile ͓6-8͔. For the latter systems, the fluid left behind the front has a different density from the reactant leading to possible buoyancydriven instabilities ͓8͔. As these reactions are exothermic, a thermal wave front is usually associated with the concentration one ͓9-12͔. Therefore, autocatalytic reaction fronts can produce solutal and thermal density variations due to concentration and temperature variations, respectively. As thermal diffusion is much faster than concentration diffusion ͑the ratio of the two is the Lewis number, Leϳ 100͒, the thermal front spreads over a much larger length scale, typically a few mm compared to hundreds of m for concentration. Depending on the overall density profile, the solutal and thermal effects, conjugated or antagonist, may lead to various buoyancy-driven chemohydrodynamic instabilities ͓12͔: this issue has been addressed with numerical simulations without heat loss ͓10͔ and by taking into account the conducting walls ͓11͔. It is worth noting that a "counterintuitive" chemically driven instability ͓12͔ has been predicted for a solutal and thermal stable situation due to the difference between the diffusions of heat and mass. However, testing such a prediction requires a good knowledge of the concentration and of the thermal profiles. If concentration measurements have been routinely used, the access to the temperature field is more difficult due to the small exothermicity of the reactions. Yet such a measurement has been recently obtained with a sophisticated optical method ͓13͔ during the occurrence of buoyant instabilities. But, the complexity of the twodimensional pattern formation made it difficult to analyze the data.
In the present work, we address the issue of determining quantitatively the "base state" of these instabilities, namely, the one-dimensional temperature profile of a stable propagating front, for which the overall effect of solutal and thermal density changes does stabilize the front. For that purpose, we use a sensitive infrared ͑IR͒ camera to measure accurately the temperature profile. We first recall the basic equations on exothermic diffusion reaction processes. Then we measure the temperature profile for the chlorite-tetrathionate ͑CT͒ autocatalytic reaction ͓14,15͔. We compare quantitatively our data with the basic equations, using lattice Bhatnagar-GrossKrook ͑BGK͒ numerical simulations ͓17,18͔. A quantitative extrapolation of our data to the iodate arsenous acid ͑IAA͒ reaction explains why the temperature profile in the IAA reaction is not observable within the accuracy of our device.
The CT reaction has been extensively studied and is well documented ͓7,14,16͔. The reaction is autocatalytic with respect to protons with stoichiometry ͓16͔, 
͑1͒
The concentrations of products ͑H + , SO 4 2− , and Cl − ͒ and reactants ͑S 4 O 6 2− and ClO 2 − ͒ are well approximated by the two reaction diffusion equations ͓14,16͔:
where f͑␣ , ␤͒ =36͑ +7␣͒␣␤ 2 is the dimensionless reaction rate,
2− ͔ 0 , and =2͓ClO 2 − ͔ 0 / ͓S 4 O 6 2− ͔ 0 −7 ͑a value = 1 was chosen for our experiments͒. D ␣ and D ␤ are, respectively, the mass diffusivity of tetrathionate ions and protons, with the latter being sensitively much larger ͑D ␤ / D ␣ = ␦ Ӎ 5͒ ͓14͔, and is the reaction time.
This set of equations ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ may be solved by using lattice BGK simulations ͓17,18͔. We found that the two concentrations profiles, ␣ and ␤, travel at a constant velocity. In the simulations, we varied the parameters of the chemical reaction ͑ , D ␣ , D ␤ ͒: the velocity of the concentrations verifies quite accurately the velocity found by previous au- As the reaction is exothermic, a temperature solitary wave is linked to the concentration one. Following ͓11͔, the temperature field obeys the heat diffusion equation with a source,
where D T is the thermal diffusivity of the solution and T is the temperature rise due to the reaction, normalized by the adiabatic temperature rise, T a ͓15͔ ͑the one we should get if the whole enthalpy of reaction heated the solution͒. The last term −a T accounts for the heat loss and will be discussed below. Equation ͑3͒ is a diffusion equation with sources similar to the concentration ones and it can be also computed with lattice BGK simulations: the corresponding temperature profile T͑Z͒ is given in Fig. 1 , without heat loss ͑a =0͒. It is worth noting that exothermic autocatalytic reactions provide a localized heat source traveling at a constant velocity V ‫ץ͓‬ / ‫ץ‬t =−V ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬Z in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͔͒. The logarithmic-linear plot of ͑␣ , ␤ , T͒ clearly shows that ␣ and T exhibit exponential decays at large positive Z values whereas ␤ undergoes an exponential growth, for negative Z. These exponential decays and growth are expected from the asymptotics of Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, with respective length scales
if the Lewis number is defined with the proton diffusivity. Our numerical simulations show that the validity range of these exponential behaviors corresponds to decades for the concentrations, and thus to a spatial extension much larger than the length scales l ␣ , l ␤ . This is of particular interest for the proton concentration ␤, as the concentration decades correspond to unities of pH, which are easy to measure. Consequently, although the typical value of l ␤ is very small ͑l ␤ Ӎ 100 m and V Ӎ 100 m / s, typically ͓14͔͒, it can be measured with the spatial resolution of a simple "pH paper." We note that the thermal decay length, l T Ӎ 2 mm, is much larger than the chemical lengths and is suitable for IR camera measurements. Moreover, provided that the Lewis number is known, the measurement of the thermal length could be an alternative measurement of the proton chemical length. We used the well-characterized exothermic autocatalytic reaction CT, with the classical concentrations of ͓15͔ ͓͑K 2 S 4 O 6 ͔ = 5 mM, ͓NaClO 2 ͔ = 20 mM, and ͓NaOH͔ =1 mM͒ for which the adiabatic temperature rise is T a = 2400 mK. A Mach-Zehnder ͑MZ͒ optical method enabled us to measure the temperature variations across an unstable front ͓13͔: the MZ method is sensitive to the variations of the refraction index across the whole thickness of the sample and gives the temperature averaged across the gap. The accuracy of about 50 mK requires a rather thick sample ͑1 mm͒ ͓13͔. Here, we used an infrared camera ͑FLIR SC 5500, spectral response of 2.5-5 m͒ to follow the development of the thermal wave with a good spatial resolution ͑about 30 pixels/mm͒ and a temperature resolution of better than 10 mK. Indeed some care was needed to take advantage of the IR camera. In terms of IR radiance, the aqueous solution is opaque for thicknesses larger than a few tens of microns. Therefore, we measure the temperature of the glass boundary, which is linked to the solution temperature. We note, however, that this limitation is not restrictive for the study of the one-dimensional ͑along z͒ regime presented above: it requires, experimentally, a temperature uniform over every cross section of the cell. This can be obtained, using nonadiabatic walls, at small Biot number ͓19,20͔, Bi= he / , with large thermal conductivity ͑͒ of the thin vessel of thickness e for a heat loss h with the outside on the order of h ϳ 10-100 W / m 2 . A thin glass material fulfills this requirement but the vessel will participate to the total mass to be heated, reducing the expected temperature rise. We used L = 30-cm-long rectangular cross-section borosilicate glass ͑ Ӎ 1 W/ m-1 k-1͒ cells of inner width W = 8 mm and gap thickness b = 0.8 mm. The wall thickness is identical to the gap width, e = b, leading to a Biot number BiӍ 10 −2 . Under such conditions, the temperature is uniform in a horizontal plane perpendicular to the front propagation ͑z, vertical͒. Note also that we chose a thin enough cell to prevent buoyant instability of the propagation front ͓15,17͔. On the bottom of Fig. 2 the temperature field for the CT reaction is given in a gray scale ͑color in the online version͒, with below the corresponding front detected with phenolphtalein as a pH sensitive dye ͑␤ measurement͒. The inset of the figure is a plot of a series of four temperature profiles at four equal time intervals. These profiles, like the concentration profiles measured using the pH sensitive dye, travel with a stationary shape at a constant velocity V . This is verified by the superimposition, in the central part of the figure, of these profiles when plotted in the moving frame ͑Z = z − V t͒. Contrary to the predictions without heat loss ͑Fig. 1͒, for which a flat temperature profile is followed by an exponential decay, we do observe a traveling wave exhibiting a slow increase, up to a maximal temperature rise T m followed by a fast decay. This effect is most likely due to heat loss at the surface of the cell ͑factor h introduced above͒; therefore, heat loss has to be taken into account. As heat loss is proportional ͓19,20͔ to the temperature difference between the cell and the outside, it leads to a "−aT" term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑3͒, where a is a coefficient to be determined. In order to fit our data, we have to compute the full Eq. ͑3͒. Figure 3 is a plot of a series of lattice BGK simulated temperature profiles for different values of a and the same chemistry ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒. The larger the a, the smaller the maximal height of the peak and the smaller the peak extension along the Z direction. The middle of Fig. 3 is a logarithmic-linear plot of these profiles: such a plot emphasizes the exponential decay and growth of the temperature for leading ͑Z Ͼ 0, T + ͒ and trailing ͑Z Ͻ 0, T − ͒ edges of the temperature profiles. Our simulations show that the exponential behaviors extend almost all over the ranges, 0 Յ Z Ͻϱ and −ϱϽZ Յ 0. The exponential growth and decay measured in the lattice BGK simulations are the ones expected from the asymptotics of the temperature equation with loss ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒, namely,
where T m is the maximum of the temperature peak.
From the thermodynamic point of view, in our stationary regime, the heat loss flux through the vessel boundaries is equal to the heat flux produced by the reaction, leading to a͐ −ϱ ϱ T͑Z͒dZ = V T a , in our notation. Equations ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ lead then to
The numerical simulations, for different heat loss values ͑bottom of Fig. 3͒ , are in a good agreement with this relation.
We are now able to interpret our experimental data. We measured the velocity of the thermal wave ͑as well as the concentration one͒, V =91Ϯ 3 m / s, and the temperature maximum, T m = 850 mK. Note that the latter value is in agreement with thermocouple measurements ͓15͔. The fits to the data ͑Fig. 2͒ of the exponential decay and growth give l + = 3.2Ϯ 0.4 mm and l − = 19.1Ϯ 1 mm. Equation ͑5͒ then leads to l T = 3.85 mm and p = 1.40, and Eq. ͑6͒ leads to a =4ϫ 10 −2 s −1 and D T = 3.5ϫ 10 −7 m 2 / s. We may compare the experimental values, so obtained, with modelized equations which account for the heat loss across the solid glass boundaries. The rectangular cross section of the cell has inner sizes W ϫ b and a wall thickness e equal to the gap, e = b. Under the conditions of the experiment ͑small Biot number͒, as the temperature is almost the same in the solid and the liquid at a given location ͑Z͒, we can compute the effective thermal diffusivity as the ratio of the thermal conductivity to the specific mass of the solid and liquid ͑weighted by their respective volumes͒, as well as the maximum temperature,
where , c, and are, respectively, the density, the specific heat, and the thermal conductivity of the glass solid ͑index s͒ and solution ͑index l͒. D Tl = l / ͑ l c l ͒ = 1.4ϫ 10 −7 m 2 / s is the solution thermal diffusivity. The thermal quantities where found in ͓19͔. Equation ͑8͒ leads to D T Ӎ 3.2ϫ 10 −7 m 2 / s and T m Ӎ 950 mK very close to the above experimental values. The heat loss a is the ratio of the product of the heat exchange coefficient h and the area of the cell to the total specific heat of the cell: we get a Ӎ 2h͑1+5e / W͒ / ͑2e s c s + b l c l ͒. From the experimental value a Ӎ 4 ϫ 10 −2 s −1 we obtain h Ӎ 100 W / m 2 , in the line with classical values for heat loss ͓19͔.
As mentioned in the introduction, the measurement of the concentration profiles requires a probe over decades in con- centration with a good spatial resolution ͑on the order of a few tens of microns͒. A wide range of decades is achievable for pH measurements with a color sensitive dye. With a good calibration of the gray level for the three basic colors ͑red, green, and blue͒ of the camera, we achieved a sensitivity of roughly 100 gray levels for a pH variation of 1 unit, i.e., one order of magnitude variation in concentration. The accuracy on the spatial resolution was obtained using a camera with a spatial resolution of typically 4000 pixels/cm. Performing this measurement with different pH indicator papers, we obtained roughly 300Ϯ 50 m / ͑pH unit͒ corresponding to l ␤ = 130Ϯ 30 m. Equation ͑4͒ then leads to D ␤ = ͑1.2Ϯ 0.2͒ ϫ 10 −8 m 2 / s, in agreement with the values found in the literature ͓14͔.
The IR camera technique may be used as well for other exothermic autocatalytic reactions, such as the well-known IAA ͓6͔. Although it is exothermic, this reaction has been reported to barely exhibit any thermal effect ͓9͔. We performed the experiment with the IAA system. We did not detect any heat pulse within our 10 mK resolution. This can be easily understood from the above analysis. The IAA adiabatic temperature rise is only 400 mK and the front velocity is 20 m / s leading to a factor p Ӎ 5 and therefore ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ to a maximum temperature peak of 40 mK spreading typically over 2 cm in space ͑or 1 h in time͒. Such a measurement would require a control of both the initial temperature and the heat loss far beyond our experimental one. Moreover, such temperature increases generate density variations that are negligible, compared to the ones associated with concentration variations. This explains why the IAA reaction is reported to remain unaffected by temperature effects. And with such an expected temperature profile, it is likely that IAA is not a good candidate for the observation of the chemically driven instability predicted in ͓12͔.
In conclusion, using an IR camera we have measured the temperature profiles of the thermal wave associated with an exothermic autocatalytic reaction front. Our data are in quantitative agreement with the theoretical predictions computed with lattice BGK simulations. This experimental tool will be suitable for addressing the solutal and thermal buoyant instabilities in chemical reactions ͓13,15͔.
